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The Studio Keys 
 Your key to successful digital marketing

Design

What We Do

Marketing Management

Design sets you apart 
from your competitors. 
It is as unique as your 
brand.  Let us help you 
create a visual identity 
for your business.

Take your business into 
the digital age.

Your clients are online, 
why aren’t you?

Ain’t nobody got time 
for that. Life, deadlines 
and clients take up most 
of your time. 
Let us take the worries 
of marketing off your 
hands.



Social Media Marketing is not a sprint, it is a 
marathon. You cannot get results instantly, we 
take time to implement and create the correct 
strategy for your campaign. 

Our goal is to reach 30% organic growth* and 
reduce your active spend* with 30% over a 
period of 6 months. 

Our Social Media Mission & Goal?



Social Media Packages

To only have a 
social 

presence. 

Our goal is to 
reach 5% 

organic growth*

The Cactus

8 Custom designed 
posts* (post on all plat-
forms required)

3 Posts* per week for 
4 weeks

Copy / content writing*

4 videos
Custom #’s*

Monitoring* & 
Engagement* 

Scheduled posting

Monthly reports

1 Hour strategy session 
per month

Active spend 
not included

The Fern

12 Custom designed 
posts* (post on all 
platforms required)

4 Posts* per week for 
4 weeks

Copy / content writing*

6 videos
Custom #’s*

Monitoring* & 
Engagement* 

Scheduled posting

Monthly reports

1 Hour strategy session 
per month

Active spend 
not included

The Ficus

20 Custom designed 
posts* (post on all 
platforms required)

7 Posts* per week for 
4 weeks

Copy / content writing*

8 videos
Custom #’s*

Monitoring* & 
Engagement* 

Scheduled posting

Monthly reports

1 Hour strategy session 
per month

Active spend 
not included

The Evergreen

50 Custom designed 
posts* (post on all 
platforms required)

2 Posts* everyday day for 
4 weeks

Copy / content writing*

10 videos

Custom #’s*

Monitoring* & 
Engagement* 

Scheduled posting

Monthly reports

1 Hour strategy session 
per month

Active spend 
not included

To improve your 
social presence 
and awareness. 

Our goal is to 
reach 10% 

organic growth*

To grow 
awareness and 

reach. 

Our goal is to 
reach 15% 

organic growth* 

To maximize 
awareness and 

reach*. 

Our goal is to 
reach 30% 

organic growth* 

R3 500 R5 000 R8 000 R15 000



Videos: 
15 Seconds to 30 Seconds Social Media 
Marketing Videos
Animation videos and / or edited real life 
footage and or / motion graphic videos
We can take short real-life videos of your 
product, service, team and premises.

Custom #’s*:
Hashtags* enables an audience to use it as 
a search engine* to search for your brand. 
Make sure to comply with community 
guidelines*. Researching which hashtags* will 
reach a broader audience, implement #’s that 
won’t be “banned” by Facebook & Instagram 
Community Guidelines*. 

Engagement*:
We will engage with visitors that like, share 
or comment on your posts / advertisements*. 
And answer any questions or queries directed 
your pages. 

What is included in the packages:
Monitoring*:
Monitoring* Facebook Groups and 
questions. Example= when someone asks 
for a specific service and you, our client 
provides that service, The Studio keys will 
provide your information and place your 
advertisement* in the comment section. 
Monitoring* your pages for any suspicious 
activity such as, hateful comments and 
unauthorized access. 

Scheduled posting:
We schedule your posts for the whole 
month in advance. We use a special 
program that let us schedule your posts in 
advance to ensure that your posts will be 
active on certain days. We analyze time and 
dates to see when your audience is most 
active and schedule your posts to reach 
them more effectively. 

Monthly Reports:

General Report:
We provide a general report that consists of 
number of clicks*, following*, organic reach* 
and impressions*. This data will be provided by 
Facebook / Instagram statistics which is not a 
100% accurate. 

Detailed Report:
We provide a detailed statistical report that 
outlines your organic reach*, impressions*, 
links*, clicks*, page followers* and likes through 
Google Analytics* and a UTM* that provides 
100% accurate statistics. For this option we need 
access to your website. 



Previous Success Stories
 No Paid Advertisements

Organic Reach* (no paid ads) = in 2 months we 
achieved the following:
• We increased their following* rate with 150%
• We increased their page views* with 55%
• Post reach* = 157%
• Post engagement* = 165% 
• Leads* generated = 10 on social media

Nimal is a Luxury Leather Fashion brand 
specialising in jackets and women apparel. 

They wanted a big impact with a small pricetag



Previous Success Stories
 Paid Advertisements

• Reduced active spend* by 10,5% over a period  
  of 3 months

• We increased their following rate* 213%
• We increased their page views* with 47%
• Post reached* = 222% 
• Post engagement* = 138%
• Actual sales generated = 12 from social media

Car Care Workshop is an established business in 
Pretoria East that wanted to upgrade their marketing. 

To do this we used Instagram, Facebook, 
Linkedin and Tiktok



Glossary
Active Marketing Spend Paid advertising is any kind of advertising that you have to pay for, versus owned or earned advertising.

Advertisement A notice or announcement in a public medium promoting a product, service, or event

Banned Hashtags # Are hashtags that Instagram users have reported because the posts using them go against Instagram's guidelines.

Clicks Is a marketing metric that counts the number of times users have clicked on a digital advertisement to reach an online property

Community Guidelines
Are a set of rules created by each social media platform to ensure a standard of behaviour expected on the platform to create a safe environment for 
users to interact and have fun.

Copy Wrighting Copywriting is the act of writing text for the purpose of advertising or other forms of marketing.

Design Posts Every element of the post is custom designed to fit your brand and needs

Engagement Social media engagement measures the public shares, likes and comments for an online business' social media efforts

Followers Are the users that follow you on a Social Media Platform

Google Analytics
Google Analytics is a web analytics service offered by Google that tracks and reports website traffic, currently as a platform inside the Google 
Marketing Platform brand.

Hashtag A word or phrase preceded by a hash sign (#), used on social media websites and applications, to identify digital content on a specific topic.

Impressions A metric used to quantify the number of digital views or engagements of a piece of content, usually an advertisement, digital post, or a web page

Links
Social sharing links are those small, clickable social media icons lurking on the pages of ebooks, blog posts, and other webpages. When a viewer 
clicks on one, she is sent straight to a social media site with an update pre-populated with your content

Marketing Consultation To examine the current marketing strategy of a company or brand and create a new marketing strategy to help the company or brand thrive.

Monitor
Social media monitoring is the use of tools to listen to millions of conversations on the web to determine what is being said about a particular brand, 
issues, people or products, and to discover opportunities.

Organic Reach
Is a metric used in social media marketing that shows the number of unique accounts that have seen a post or piece of content on a social media 
platform without active marketing spend.

Paid Reach Paid reach refers to the number of people who see a paid social media post in their news feed

Posts A piece of writing, image, or other item of content published online, typically on a blog or social media website or application

Reach Refers to the total number of people who have seen your ad or content

Search Engine
A program that searches for and identifies items in a database that correspond to keywords or characters specified by the user, used especially for 
finding particular sites on the World Wide Web

Social Platform A social platform is a web-based technology that enables the development, deployment and management of social media solutions and services.

UTM A UTM code is a snippet of simple code that you can add to the end of a URL to track the performance of campaigns and content.


